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Introducing The Hollie Gazzard Trust

The Trust was created following the murder of 20-year-old Hollie Gazzard in 2014 by 
her ex-partner. Hollie had experienced domestic abuse and stalking prior to being 
fatally stabbed at her place of work.

Hollie Gazzard Trust helps reduce domestic violence through creating and delivering 

programmes on domestic abuse in schools and colleges. In 2015 Hollie Gazzard 

Trust launched Hollie Guard, a free app which transforms your smartphone into an 

advanced personal safety device.

Hollie Guard, now downloaded by over 140,000 people, is recommended by police 
forces across the country for those experiencing domestic abuse and stalking. 
Hollie Guard Extra offers more with 24/7 monitoring, immediate Police response 
and evidence gathering from only £80 per user, per year.

Featured On The BBC Celebrity Patron

 Julie Etchingham
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Protect victims

Mass data capture

Evidence gathering

Data analysis

Dedicated, and proven 
domestic abuse app

1 in 10  
of Police recorded offences 
are domestic abuse related...

2.4m  
victims of domestic 
abuse each year...

Purpose
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Hollie Guard Extra is a phone app which provides victims of domestic violence and vulnerable people with 
a discreet alarm activation supported by a proven and Police approved 24/7 monitoring and immediate 
response service. The system safeguards those at risk. Hollie Guard Extra also enables automatic 
incident and evidence recording  and anonymised data gathering from victims on mass scale. Both the 
safeguarding alarm and the mass data gathering capability of HollieGuard address two key goals of the 
Domestic Abuse Bill 2020.

By utilising existing modern app technology and distribution, Hollie Guard Extra represents a cost effective, 

scalable solution to a Nationwide problem, as proven by 140,000 active UK users. 



Home Office Covid-19 Initiative 

Overview

In early 2020, Hollie Guard secured funding from the Home Office as a part of the Government’s Covid-19 

response to tackle domestic abuse. The initiative funded the protection of 672 vulnerable domestic abuse 

victims in 15 selected UK Police forces during the Covid-19 first lockdown. Domestic abuse cases increased 

during this period and Hollie Guard Extra was instrumental in safeguarding victims. The service has been 

distributed and widely adopted across the UK and successfully helped to protect vulnerable people.

Hollie Guard Usage Stats

per week

Average user usage

twice
raise Alerts

Of log ins

8%
seconds

Average response time

24
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“...Hollie Guard, is such a brilliant, 

accessible, user friendly app that helps 

to put some control back into the hands 

of the user. It’s easy and intuitive to use 

and is helping everyone who uses it to get 

on with their lives with a little electronic 

Guardian angel by their sides...”

Cllr. Jenny Forde - Cabinet Member for Health & 
Wellbeing, Cotswold District Council



“The Hollie Guard is a fantastic example 

of how technology can be used positively 

in order to protect some of the most 

vulnerable in society.

“As Commissioner I am committed 

to protecting the most vulnerable, 

therefore I fully support all that the Hollie 

Gazzard Trust is looking to achieve. By 

working together, raising awareness and 

identifying ways to prevent abuse from 

ever happening we will stop the number of 

victims suffering from this terrible crime.”
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Hollie Guard Extra is a very cost-effective way to help 

safeguard victims of domestic abuse. The cost to protect 

an individual using the 24-hour monitoring service is less 

than a fifth of the cost of traditional monitoring alarms. 

Using Hollie Guard Extra means that 5 times more victims 

of domestic abuse can be protected.

Gemma Phoenix, Domestic Abuse Solutions Team

Supporting a dedicated 
domestic abuse charity

Full audit trail, management 
portal and statistics

24/7 police approved monitoring 
significantly reducing pressure 

on local social services

Safeguarding vulnerable local 
residents

cheaper than existing 
solutions

80%

Benefits

In line with legislation (Domestic Abuse Bill 2020) Hollie Guard can provide local authorities across the 

UK the tools to take measures to help safeguard and protect their local residents.



Save time, money, and resources by 
safeguarding vulnerable people from 
domestic abuse with Hollie Guard Extra. Only £80  

to safeguard a victim  

for a year.Protect those that need it the most 

and reduce the impact of the domestic 

abuse on your local residents.

Small Medium Large

Safeguarding Victim Packages

£8,000 £18,000 £35,000

100 250 500
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Victims safeguarded Victims safeguarded Victims safeguarded

Hollie Guard Extra



What’s included...

Management Portal

Easy distribution Domestic Abuse Bill compliant statistics

Automated reporting

User profiling

Heatmapping

User management tools

Support Statistics
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Support leaflets & brochures

Simple support guides

Support website directly in app

Explainer videos

Dedicated support

Cloud based

The introduction of this software is not challenging; it is very simple and supported in a user friendly way. At Hollie Guard we have years of 

experience supporting organisations setting up the Hollie Guard platform. Our easy to send voucher codes mean getting users up and running 

couldn’t be simpler. We also have extensive user support documents in various formats to help users get the most out of the app. 



Management Portal
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Straight from portal 

to users smartphone 

via email or SMS

Easy distribution

Instant digital delivery

GDPR compliant

Simple user database

Full audit log

Easily see code details

Cloud based portal
H O L L I 6

GDPR Compliant Secured By Design

Storing and sending the voucher codes with Hollie Guard is a simple, quick and secure process. Admin access 

will be granted to a central portal that securely assigns a user to a pre defined voucher code. The codes are 

sent instantly and digitally, using the delivery method of your choice. All the user needs to do is enter the code 

into their app and they will be granted free access to the service. 



How It Works
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4 5 0 1 1 9

2 7 3 0 0 3

2 9 3 8 8 1

9 0 3 2 6 1

0 3 1 6 9 3

Unique codes are generated & distributed to 
victims or potential victims of domestic abuse

1. 2. 3.
User downloads the free Hollie Guard 
app & registers with their code

User can now use the app and monitoring 
service to feel safe and protect lives



Support
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User Support Admin Support

Training videos

How to add 
users

How to 
assign 
codes

Dedicated account manager

Training workshop

24/7 support hotline

Hollie Guard has extensive support materials to aid you and your users. Our support covers everything 

from adding users in the portal, to how the user triggers an alert. We support you at every stage and give 

you access to a wide range of training resources as well as a UK based support team.

Support leaflets &  
brochures

Simple user guides

Extensive FAQ & knowledge accessible 
directly in the app

Explainer videos



Statistics
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Voucher usage

Inventory management

Number of Alerts

Average age

Activity log

Heatmaps

Daily log ins

User reports

ReportingThe Domestic Abuse Bill 2020 requires evidence and statistics to be recorded. Hollie Guard does the hard work by 

profiling users, combining usage figures and displaying them in an easy to digest format. Uniquely, Hollie Guard 

can show these key metrics in anonymised infographics, tables, charts and heatmaps. This information can be used 

as evidence and is submissable in court and can service the Local Authority, Police and Government requirement 

for statistics on Domestic Abuse.

The statistics feature is optional for the management portal.



Anonymous Data

Tracking

Ability to report domestic 
abuse issues anonymously 
and discreetly.

Type of alerts, what time 
of day, frequency of alerts, 
what type of alerts, incident 
evidence.

User specific data, heatmap 
of tracking, geographical 
trends.

Report Collect

Hollie Guard Extra provides 

important statistical data that 

cannot be generated from anywhere 

else. With 140,000+ active users, 

Hollie Guard Extra provides real-time 

statistics to help protect vulnerable 

domestic abuse victims. This 

information can be used to inform 

and support local authorities and 

contribute to national statistics.

Area of high  
Alerts

High levels of 
stalking

High app 
usage

High domestic 
abuse reports

Area of high 
Alerts

Granular geo based information via Heatmaps

Ability to; 

- see areas of high alerts

- see areas of high usage

- domestic abuse reports

- stalking incidents

 - Anonymously submit 
images and text

 - Keep a secure log of 
reports in the cloud

 - Save evidence for 
criminal cases

 - Date and location 
tagged events

Report Functionality
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Hollie Guard Extra App Functions

Meeting
Meeting allows users to 
feel safe when going into 
a potentially dangerous 
meeting. A user set timer 
will countdown until 
deactivated, otherwise 
raising an alert. 

Evidence Capture
When an Alert is raised, 
the victims smartphone 
will automatically use the 
cameras and microphone to 
capture video evidence. This 
evidence is automatically 
synced with their Alert and 
can be viewed and accessed 
at a later date. 

Man Down
Man Down utilises the 
smartphone’s internal 
sensors to detect a 
sudden impact or lack of 
movement. This feature 
is extremely useful for 
people who are alone or 
who cannot activate an 
alert during an incident.

Journey
Journey allows users to 
set a start and end point. 
The app then monitors the 
user’s journey and alerts 
their nominated contacts 
and the Control Centre 
once they safely arrive or 
trigger a panic alarm.

Monitoring
Hollie Guard has partnered with a UK premium Police 
approved monitoring organisation to be able to offer 
24 hour, 365 day monitoring. This gives users the 
reassurance that someone is always on hand when 
they need them.

Other App Features

UK Police Approved
Hollie Guard is an approved personal security service 
with BS8484 accreditation, Secured By Design and 
DIACAP approved. This gives users quick and reliable 
access to the emergency services if they need it.

GDPR Compliant ISO27001 Accredited DIACAP Compliant Secured By DesignBS8484 Compliant

Hollie

24/7  
monitoring
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Examples of existing Hollie Guard approved charity partners: Supported by:

A charity that brings belief, hope 
and long-term recovery to people 
whose lives have been torn apart 
by addiction and the multiple and 
complex needs that come with it.

Victim Support is an independent 
charity in England and Wales that 
provides specialist practical and 
emotional support to victims and 
witnesses of crime.

Delivering support services to adults 
and young people experiencing 
the trauma of domestic abuse and 
sexual violence.
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How To Order

Hollie Guard Extra can be supplied and distributed to Employers, Local Authorities, Police Forces or to 
potential victims directly or in partnership with approved domestic abuse charities nationwide.

For further information:
Nick Gazzard 
nick@holliegazzard.org   
+44 7572 610249

Mikkel Dissing 
mikkel.dissing@panicguard.com   
+447540 271 344

www.hollieguard.co.uk/police

 OR CALL 01452 899937

ORDER YOUR VOUCHERS NOW FROM


